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We derive an exact equation which is nonlocal in time for the linear evolution of the surface of
a viscous fluid, and show that this equation becomes local and of second order in an interesting
limit. We use our local equation to study Faraday’s instability in a strongly dissipative regime and
find a new scenario which is the analog of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Analytic and numerical
calculations are presented for the threshold of the forcing and for the most unstable mode with
impressive agreement with experiments and numerical work on the exact Navier-Stokes equations
[S0031-9007(96)02234-X]
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If a horizontal fluid layer is vertically oscillated one ha
Faraday’s instability which is well understood for ideal fl
ids [1]. The interest in viscous fluids is recent [2–8]. T
order parameter is the amplitude of the free surface. W
dissipation is considered the equation for the amplitud
nonlical in time and it would be a great advantage to ha
a local and simple equation in order to explore new p
nomena. For weak viscosity a phenomenological appro
leads to a Mathieu equation with damping which is in go
agreement with experiments [2]. This equation is eas
obtianed in our formulation. For high vicosity we sho
here that a simple local equation also exists and is ag
a Mathieu equation very different from the previous on
This new equation allows one to understand how the in
bility arises when the system is strongly dissipative: W
find that for an acceleration of the plate in the form of a c
inus the mechanism producing the instability looks qu
different from the mechanism of parametric resonance,
we interpret it as the analog of the Rayleigh-Taylor ins
bility. Our equation also predicts new phenomena wh
can be experimentally verified.

We consider a plate with a fluid layer of heighth and
velocity $y. The vertical axis iŝz, z  0 corresponds to the
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surface of the fluid at rest in contact with the atmosphe
andz  2h is the position of the plate. Letastd be the
acceleration of the plate, then in the reference frame wh
the plate is at rest we have for an incompressible flu
s= ? $y  0d the equation [$x  sx, yd are the horizontal
coordinates]

≠t $ys $x, z, td 1 f $ys $x, z, td ? =g $ys$x, z, td  2
1
r

=ps$x, z, td

2 gestdẑ 1 n=2 $ys $x, z, td , (1)

wherep is the pressure,r the mass density,n the kinematic
viscosity, andgestd is the effective acceleration [gravityg
plus the acceleration of the plateastd]. The basic configu-
ration is the rest state$y  0 with flat interface and time de-
pendent pressureps  p0 2 rgestdz sp0  atmospheric
pressure). Perturbations of the basic configuration,p 
ps 1 rp , obey linearly

s≠t 2 n=2d $ys $x, z, td  2=ps $x, z, td . (2)

If j denotes the vertical displacement of the upper surfa
the linearized boundary conditions (BC), there are [4,8]
yzs $x, z, tdjz0  ≠tjs $x, td,

fps $x, z, td 2 2n≠zyzs $x, z, tdgjz0 

∑
gestd 2

t

r
=2

'

∏
js $x, td ,

f≠xyzs $x, z, td 1 ≠zyxs $x, z, tdgjz0  f≠yyzs $x, z, td 1 ≠zyys $x, z, tdgjz0  0 , (3)
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where t is the surface tension and='  s≠x , ≠yd the
horizontal gradient. The first equation (3) is the kinema
condition, and the rest are conditions on the stress ten
Tjk  2pdjk 1 rns≠jyk 1 ≠kyjd. The no slip BC on
the plate is $ys$x, z, tdjz2h  0. We shall ignore lateral
BC since, for a highly viscous fluid and large aspect rat
they have no influence [3,5].

Our problem is to solve (2) with its BC. We tak
s2=pd as a source term and write$y  $u 1 $ypar , with
or

,

$ypar any particular solution of (2) which we take i
gradient form$ypar  2 $=f with =2f  0, and where$u,
which we call the diffusive component of the velocit
is the general solution of the homogeneous diffusi
equation (2). Physically, since$ypar satisfies the ideal fluid
equations, we have in$u the boundary effects [8]. In
(3) yz is privileged and a closed problem with only th
component of the velocity is obtained [9] (notice th
© 1997 The American Physical Society 859
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≠tf  p is just the Bernoulli equation),

=2fs $x, z, td  0, ≠tfs$x, z, td  ps $x, z, td,

s≠t 2 n=2duzs $x, z, td  0 , (4)

fuzs $x, z, tdjz0  ≠tjs$x, td ,

fps $x, z, td 2 2n≠zuzs $x, z, tdjz0  fgestd 2 styrd =2
'gjs $x, td ,

uzs $x, z, tdjz0  2n=2
'jkstd ,

≠zfuzs $x, z, tdjz2h  fuzs $x, z, tdjz2h  0 .

(5)

Making a horizontal Fourier transform we have new var
ablesfk, uzk, etc., and solving=2f  0 as fksz, td 
Akstdcoshksz 1 hd 1 Bkstdsinhksz 1 hd, we determine
sAk , Bkd in terms ofjk anduzk with the first and the last
BC (5). The second BC (5) gives a constraint equation

s≠t 1 2nk2d2jkstd 1 v2
k stdjkstd

1
s≠t 1 2nk2d

coshkh
uzksz, tdjz2h

1 2nk tanhkh≠zuzksz, tdjz0  0 , (6)

wherev
2
kstd ; k tanhkhfgestd 1 tk2yrg is the usual fre-

quency of surface waves for constantgestd  g. The in-
terpretation of this exact equation is simple: The last tw
terms represent the effect of the boundaries, and if o
eliminates these terms this means that we only take in
account dissipation in the region where the velocity is o
potential form. The equation without these two terms
the phenomenological approximation of Ref. [2] (the con
ditions of validity are discussed there), where the amp
tude is damped with the well-known factore22nk2t [8].

Equation (6) is not a closed equation forjk, but from
(4) and (5) we can determineuzk as a nonlocal functional
of hjks?dj solving the problem

f≠t 2 ns≠2
z 2 k2dguzksz, td  0 , (7)

uzksz, tdjz0  22nk2jkstd ,

fsinhkh≠zuzksz, td 1 k coshkhuzksz, tdgjz2h

 2ks≠t 1 2nk2djkstd . (8)

An exact nonlocal equation forjk is obtained replacing
the solution of (7) with BC (8) in (6). Using Laplace
transform, we obtain

uzksz, td 
Z `

t0

dt0jkst0dKst 2 t0, zd

1
Z 0

2h
dz0uzksz0, t0dGst 2 t0, z0, zd , (9)

where uzksz, t0d is an initial condition, and the kernels
Kst, zd andGst, z0, zd vanish fort , 0 (causality) and for
t ! ` due to the finite duration of memory effects. Th
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nonlocality of (6) as an equation forjk is a consequence
of (9), and it can be understood by introducing th
characteristic timetD  ,2yn, where, is the penetration
length of the fluid motion (for example, ifkh ¿ 1 we
have, ø k21, and if kh ø 1 then, ø h). We identify
tD as the characteristic time of the memory effects sin
it represents the time taken by a perturbation to spre
in the fluid. If tD ø V21, whereV is a characteristic
frequency of the system, we can expect (6) to becom
local in time. Replacinguzk in (6) we obtain [F ssd
andGssd dimensionless positive functions ofs  kh and
Osld  order ofl]

Os≠3
t jkd 1 F skhd≠2

t jkstd

1 2nk2G skhd≠tjkstd 1 v2
k stdjkstd  0 , (10)

F ssd  tanhsf3 cosh2sssinh2s 2 2s 2 4s3y3d

1 s2ssinh2s 2 2sdgyssinh2s 2 2sd2,

Gssd  tanhsscosh2s 1 2s2 1 1dyssinh2s 2 2sd .

We can check thatOs≠3
t jkdyF skhd≠2

t jk ø V,2yn 
VtD and then (10) is an expansion in powers ofVtD ,
and for VtD ø 1 we conclude that the local second
order equation (10) [withoutOs≠3

t jkd] is sufficient to
describe the behavior of the surface. This condition c
be written assnyVd1y2 ¿ ,. If we call d the length
of the boundary layer it is well known that in the cas
of weak viscosity d  snyVd1y2, but, when viscosity
increases,d can saturate all the region in which the
fluid is in motion, i.e., one hasd ø ,, and the condition
snyVd1y2 ¿ , means just that we are in this situation
This is what characterizes the lubrication regime and wh
we understand by high viscosity.

Since one always has, , h we see thatV ø nyh2

is a sufficient condition to be in the lubrication regime
We now apply Eq. (10) to Faraday’s instability, and i
order to compare with other works we choosegestd 
gs1 1 G cosVtd. The regime of weak viscosity for this
forcing has been exhaustively studied by Kumar [2
who concluded that the instability is subharmonic. Th
means that the system oscillates at half the frequen
of the driving force, and the mechanism of selectio
of the wavelength is the parametric resonance conditi
vk , Vy2 (from now on,vk is the frequency of surface
waves for constantg). Other frequencies are also resona
if vk , nVy2 with n  2, 3, 4 . . . and to each new
resonance we can associate a tongue in the spaceG 2 k,
but these tongues have a higher thresholdG since they
are more strongly dissipated. In his work Kumar mad
only a brief incursion in the lubrication regime, reportin
the appearance of a series of bicritical points in which
subharmonic region has the same threshold as harmo
region. We reproduce exactly these observations (s
Fig. 1) with Eq. (10), and we can interpret them a
the appearance of a new selection mechanism which
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different from the usual one. PuttingC  jkegt and
x  Vt in (10),

C00sxd 1
1

V2
fE 2 V sxdgCsxd  0 , (11)

where E ; V
2
0 2 g2, V sxd ; 2V0 cosx, V

2
0 ; v

2
ky

F skhd, g ; nk2G skhdyF skhd, and V0 ; GV
2
0ys1 1

tk2yrgd. Notice that if (10) is the equation of a
pendulum,V0 is its frequency and2g its dissipation.
Equation (11) is a Schrödinger-type equation in a perio
potential and we can use standard methods. The
thing we do is to follow the minimal threshold of eac
tongue whenV is varying [see Fig. 2(a)]: A series o
bicritical points appear, and this process saturates w
V ! 0 in a valueGp. If we now draw the most unstabl
mode corresponding to eachV we obtain Fig. 2(b). The
points of discontinuity of the curve arise each time o
arrives at a bicritical point in Fig. 2(a), and we no
observe a saturation of the most unstable mode at a v
kp whenV ! 0.

The caseV small gives qualitative information o
what is happening in the lubrication regime, and w
can study this limiting case using Wentzel-Kramer
Brillouin (WKB) techniques in (11). We easily show
that for jEj . V0 the system is always stable. Fo
jEj , V0 we can calculate the amplification facto
of the Floquet solutions which satisfy the relatio
jkst 1 2pyVd  ems2pyVdjkstd, wherem is the Floquet
exponent. The WKB calculation gives for the exponen

Resmd 
V

1y2
0

p

Z 1

EyV0

µ
x 2 EyV0

1 2 x2

∂1y2

dx 2 g . (12)

Since under the conditionjEj , V0 the integral is of or-
der Os1d, we can estimate Resmd ø V

1y2
0 2 g, and the

instability is then a competition the amplifying effect rep

FIG. 1. Simulation of (11) for the same values of Kumar
Ref. [2]; h  0.2 cm, n  1.02 cm2ys, r  1.2 gycm3, t 
67.6 gys2, Vy2p  6 Hz. The tongues are classified by th
resonance condition,n  1 is the first subharmonic tongue
(SH), n  2 is the following harmonic tongue (H), etc.
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resented byV
1y2
0 and the dissipative effect represente

by g. We consider the dependence ink of the Floquet
exponent, sinceV

1y2
0 , V0 (except for a slowly varying

function of k), an appropriate function to compare amp
fication, and dissipation is the ratiogyV0 (see Fig. 3):
For big k the dissipative effect is dominant and thos
modes are very stable, while for smallk the amplifi-
cation is less effective in front of a dissipation whic
saturatesfgskh ø 1d ø 5ny4h2g. This provides an ex-
planation for the appearance of an intermediate modekp

which makes the amplification more effective and at t
same time diminishes the dissipation. This modekp al-
lows one to understand why the system goes throug
series of bicritical points: Since the unstable modes
observed by the resonance conditionvk , nVy2 (we
are obviously abusing this condition which is correct f
weakly viscous fluids), whenV becomes smaller more
and more tongues will have their characteristic modek
smaller thankp and will not be favored while the tongue
with k ø kp will be privileged. From (12) the mar-
ginal curve Resmd  0 is G  DsgyV0d s1 1 tk2yrgd,
where Dssd is a dimensionless function defined fors $

0 with the propertiesDs0d  1, D0s0d  2
p

2, D0 . 0,
D00 . 0, and Dss . 1d ø 4.33s2 1 3.21. The marginal
curve can be written asG  G̃skh, a, bd in terms of
the adimensional variableskh, a ; n2yh3g and b ;
tyrh2g, and one can show that̃G as a function ofk has
only one minimumGp  G̃skph, a, bd which corresponds
(Fig. 3) to the saturation pointsGp, kpd. One necessar-
ily has Gp  fsa, bd, kp  usa, bdyh, where f and
u are dimensionless functions with the propertiesf $

1, fsa, 0d  Ds3.48
p

ad and u # 1, usa, 0d  0.86.

FIG. 2. (a) The minimum threshold of each tongue when t
frequency of the driving force is changing. The black circl
are the bicritical points. (b) The most unstable mode vs
value of the frequency of the driving force. The simulation
made for the same values of Fig. 1.
861
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FIG. 3. The curve above is the marginal stability curve; it
horizontal scale is in the top of the drawing. The curve benea
representsgyV0; its horizontal scale is in the bottom of the
drawing.

It can be shown thatusa, bd is a slowly varying func-
tion of b and usa . b, bd ø 0.86; consequently, in a
wide range of parameters, the structure’s wavelength

FIG. 4. The black points are experimental data for th
wavelength and the threshold extracted from Ref. [2], and t
curves are obtained by solving numerically the second ord
equation (11). The parameters areh  0.29 cm, andsn, r, td
are the same as in Fig. 1.
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determined byh. We can estimate in a very simpl
way the wavelength2pykp ø 2phy0.86 and the forcing
Gp ø Ds3.48

p
ad ø 52.4a 1 3.21, and the result agree

very well with the experimental data known to us
can be seen in Fig. 4 where our low frequency estim
tions give 2pykp ø 2.1 cm and Gp ø 4. Studying the
WKB solutions, we can verify that the amplification o
the deformation of the surface occurs in the regions wh
E 2 V sxd , 0 (in the casejEj , V0), where an effective
negative acceleration generally dominates. The reason
the amplification is simple: The system is exposed
a negative acceleration and is unstable as the Rayle
Taylor instability [10], where a heavy fluid is over
light one. WhenE 2 V sxd . 0, the solutions change
their phase and are damped. During a period both
fects [amplification whenE 2 V sxd , 0 and dissipation
when E 2 V sxd . 0] compete, and relation (12) is th
representation of this balance. This is qualitatively diffe
ent from the usual parametric resonance mechanism
weakly viscous fluids since the origin of the amplificatio
is different. As a final remark, we have explored here t
low frequency region where the lubrication approximati
is valid, but this does not exclude the validity of the a
proximation in other regions of the space of paramet
which are being investigated, and this fact can explain
surprising agreement obtained with experimental result
much higher frequencies (Fig. 4).
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